DOG COLLAR
EASY CRAFT

YOU WILL NEED
Up to approx. 75cm length of thick cotton canvas webbing (25mm30mm wide) (or use biothane, vegan strap, an old belt,
polypropylene, etc., for a heavier weight collar)
Quick-release click fastener (25-30mm) or buckle
Webbing end (metal or sewable) (25-30mm) (optional)
4 x 9mm flat double-capped round rivets (optional, belt hole punch
and hammer
1 x D-ring (25mm-30mm)
Belt retaining fastener (25-30mm)
Sewing machine (optional) and thread

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Before buying webbing, measure the dog's neck, with comfortable gap (or measure an existing
well-fitting collar), and add up to 16cm for the folds through the quick-release fastener. Note:
add only 10cm extra if using a buckle, as there is an attachment at one end only.
2. Over-sew along each end of the webbing to prevent fraying (do not seal with a lighter, as this
could be rough against the dog's neck).
3. Thread 6cm webbing through the D-ring, then through the non-adjustable part of the quickrelease fastener. Thread the other end of the collar through the belt retainer and adjustable
part of the fastener. If attaching a metal webbing end to this side, ensure that the tail of the
webbing folds outside the collar, so that the metal part does not rub the dog's neck.
4. At the fixed end, sew double lines of stitching close to the webbing end, on either side of the
D-ring, and close to the fastener.
5. If using a buckle and rivets (optional, e.g. for heavier material), thread the D-ring, belt retainer,
then the buckle onto the collar. Fold 10cm of the material over, and fix in place with stitching
and/or a pair of rivets next to the buckle and on the other side of the belt retainer and D-ring
(as pictured). If using rivets, make the holes with a belt hole punch, insert the rivets and
hammer the caps on firmly.
6. For additional comfort, you could pad the collar by sewing a strip of 25-30mm wide thinlypadded cotton webbing or tape to the underside (remove the adjustable fastener parts first
and thread back on afterwards). If using a buckle on a heavier collar (e.g. vegan strap), add the
padding up to the end of the 10cm fold.
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